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CREATE HUMAN CENTRIC EXPERIENCES

Your own workstyle
Call, message and meet your way with a unified
application that gives you visibility of your teams
availability instantly.

Your workspace
Video devices that fit your workspace, at home and the
office with features to ensure a consistently great
experience.

Your workflows
Integrated with your other applications and business
processes to provide flexibility when on the move and
zero touch meetings when in the workplace.

Cognitive collaboration
Maximise the employee experience with data-driven
insights.

A SINGLE UNIFIED APP

All of the collaboration capabilities you
need in a single, well-integrated solution
that delivers a consistent experience so
you can do your best day-to-day work
across all devices.

Messaging only

Calling + Meetings

Meetings only

Full Team collaboration
capabilities

A single application that can be
configured to meet any end user
workstyle and need.

WEBEX TEAMS CALENDAR
MEETING AVAILABILITY
Tell others that you’re in a meeting, even
if you’re not actively using your device.
This feature is critical for business
organisations who are transitioning into
team collaboration and adopting a new
remote working approach.
End users have the option to opt-in.
Hybrid calendar required and Teams
must be running

TRANSFER CALLS BETWEEN DEVICES

With Webex Calling, seamlessly
switch your active calls from one device
to another.
Pull your call from your mobile to
your desktop or vice-versa with
no interruption to the call (audio only).

WEBEX ASSISTANT IN MEETINGS
Make your meetings more productive with
the most powerful AI driven meeting
platform in the market.
Create focused and engaged meetings
without the need for notetaking with
accurate transcripts and highlights for
streamlined meeting follow-up.
Benefit from live in-meeting transcription
and closed captioning, meeting notes and
action items, with cross-meeting searches,
and sharing of meeting assets.
All backed by Cisco Security standards with
first-party data management.

PEOPLE INSIGHTS FOR WEBEX

Know more about the companies and
people in your meeting.
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You own your information. You can edit,
enable or disable your profile information.
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View internal directory details for
meeting participants that belong to
your organisation.
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Webex gathers information from
publicly available sources and builds a
rich profile for you.
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ZERO TOUCH MEETING COMMANDS

Webex Assistant knows when you’ve
entered a room and will prompt you when it’s
time to get started with in built occupancy
counters.
Activate with ‘OK Webex start meeting’.
Use voice commands to add people to the
meeting, extend the meeting booking, make
in-meeting calls and end the meeting.

